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Overview
Increase manufacturing capacity with a maintenance strategy
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Manufacturing facilities constantly face increasingly complex challenges with equipment 

sophistication, parts lead times, regulatory and competitive standards, decreasing labor and 

skill availability leading to equipment failures, missing supplies, and tighter margins.

Moving from reactive maintenance to proactive and predictive maintenance through the 

implementation of CMMS software for manufacturing plants will give you better control and 

help prevent equipment breakdown and failures.

Improved maintenance strategies properly executed will ensure the accuracy and reliability of 

production equipment and increase asset life, increase manufacturing capacity to meet 

production schedules.

Overview

Copyright ©2020 Eagle Technology, Inc. All Rights Reserved. 

Preventive maintenance is favored by 80% of maintenance personnel as part of 

a multi-faceted maintenance strategy. 
(Plant Engineering)

https://www.plantengineering.com/articles/2018-maintenance-survey-playing-offense-and-defense/
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Maintenance 
Strategy

Steps to take towards a maintenance strategy
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The goal of creating a maintenance strategy for your manufacturing plant is to avoid having 

your assets go down and need unexpected maintenance. When this happens, it can put your 

plant behind schedule, costing you money and resources. The goal is to keep your equipment 

running smoothly during normal operating hours and schedule your maintenance during off-

hours or slower times to minimize the impact.

Your maintenance team should have some sort of prioritization scheduling to tell them what to 

do on a normal workday. There might be breakdowns and unexpected maintenance that 

distracts them for a short time, but the goal is to keep them doing preventative maintenance to 

avoid breakdowns. Here’s a look at the steps you should take to build out your manufacturing 

plant maintenance strategy.

Implement a computerized maintenance management system

To get the necessary data and insights into your maintenance needs, you should implement a 

computerized maintenance management system (CMMS). A CMMS will allow you to log and 

report on many factors that go into your maintenance schedule. Some of these items might 

include:

– Frequency of asset calibration

– Average wear time on a part

– Lifetime of equipment

– Supply timelines for parts

– Overtime for staff

– How long it takes for a technician to maintenance each type of equipment

The more you know about your maintenance within your manufacturing plant, the more 

informed your maintenance scheduling can become. CMMS offers reporting on these and 

other aspects of your operations so you can operate your business more efficiently and 

effectively.

What is the best maintenance strategy 
for a manufacturing plant?

Copyright ©2020 Eagle Technology, Inc. All Rights Reserved. 
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Bucket the types of maintenance you must complete

Now that you have a way of capturing the important data that you need to build your 

maintenance schedule, you’re ready to start bucketing the types of maintenance that you do 

regularly. These buckets might look something like this:

Preventative: This type of maintenance is designed to avoid breakdowns and increase 

safety for workers. In preventative maintenance, technicians calibrate machinery and 

update parts, such as hoses, belts or other pieces that wear out regularly to avoid the 

equipment going down unexpectedly.

Scheduled: Scheduled maintenance is much like preventative maintenance in working to 

avoid breakdowns. In scheduled maintenance, technicians run tests and complete 

inspections on a scheduled basis to ensure equipment is running smoothly.

Predictive: As you build up even more data within your CMMS, you’ll start to know the 

intervals at which you need to change out equipment. This might not be based on a calendar 

maintenance schedule though but off of the hours’ equipment runs or the number of units 

produced. Using this data allows you to get even more granular in how you schedule 

predictive maintenance.

Breakdown: Even with a perfect maintenance schedule, you’ll still experience a breakdown 

at times. It’s important to allow time within your schedules for unexpected breakdowns and 

fixes. If all your technicians are busy when a breakdown occurs, you’ll be hard-pressed to 

get the equipment back up and running in a timely manner. While you want to avoid 

breakdowns, you still need to plan for breakdowns in your maintenance scheduling.

Review data and build a schedule that works for you

From your reports, now you can build out a maintenance strategy that works for you. You 

want to maximize the usefulness of your equipment and parts while also ensuring that you 

don’t have lost productivity times due to pushing those maintenance schedules too hard.

The data on previous maintenance cycles and how long a maintenance activity takes your 

technicians will guide you in building out a schedule that offers efficiency and cost-savings.

For your maintenance schedule to be effective, you’ll need to keep reviewing it and updating 

it based on new data. Set up a process for quarterly reviews and updates to your schedule 

to ensure you maximize your efficiencies through a maintenance schedule.

Copyright ©2020 Eagle Technology, Inc. All Rights Reserved. 
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Predicting with 
CMMS Software

Move from reactive maintenance to proactive and predictive maintenance
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Predicting not just detecting with CMMS 
software for Manufacturing
Manufacturing facilities constantly face increasingly complex challenges with equipment 

sophistication, parts lead times, regulatory and competitive standards, decreasing labor and 

skill availability leading to equipment failures, missing supplies, and tighter margins. Moving 

from reactive maintenance to proactive and predictive maintenance through the 

implementation of CMMS software for manufacturing plants gives you better control and helps 

prevent equipment breakdown and failures. Moving manufacturing facilities from a 

transactional site – specific processes to a systematic enterprise – enabled management 

platform for all assets with these benefits:

Manufacturing equipment management

You can monitor asset performance, initiate preventive/predictive maintenance measures, and 

easily collect data on your assets. This allows for better risk management, warranties, and 

change notices. When integrated with the factory floor and MES/ERP systems for a Connected 

Enterprise, you can quickly identify when and where to deploy your resources.

Equipment reliability

Maintenance strategies properly executed ensure the accuracy and reliability of production 

equipment and increase asset life and manufacturing capacity to meet production schedules.

Regulatory compliance

Tracking maintenance activities with CMMS software helps with regulatory inspections, ISO 

certification and audit trails. Comprehensive performance and management reports are also 

available with CMMS software. Eagle Technology’s suite of Proteus CMMS software ensures 

optimal performance by providing comprehensive Enterprise Asset Management solutions for 

manufacturing as well as preventive maintenance scheduling features. Our CMMS software is 

flexible, scalable, and customizable.
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The 80/20 Rule
The ideal ratio for effective equipment management
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Reliability, The 80/20 Rule, and Why 
Your Business Demands a CMMS
Reliability – ensuring your equipment is online, functioning properly, and meeting 

production goals – is one of the most challenging manufacturing issues your company 

faces. In fact, unplanned equipment failures cost US companies billions of dollars annually, 

not only in lost product, but in increased maintenance costs, decreased workforce 

productivity, delivery delays, and customer dissatisfaction. However, at least 50% of these 

unplanned stoppages can be prevented!

Think about your company. How often is it impacted by unplanned stoppages? Does your 

maintenance team run from repair to repair? How deeply do unplanned equipment 

stoppages cut into your bottom line?

Mid- and small-sized manufacturing companies are discovering that by following the “80/20 

Rule” and instituting an efficient maintenance program, they can save an average of 30% on 

maintenance costs and 50% in unplanned downtime.

The 80/20 rule is the ideal ratio for effective equipment management. It is used in two 

ways:

• Your maintenance personnel spend at least 80% of their time on preventative, proactive 

maintenance and 20% or less of their time in unplanned repairs.

• No more than 20% of your equipment uses more than 80% of your maintenance time or 

budget. (Imagine your car, for example. While the body, interior and trunk, electrical, 

and cooling systems – the 80% — usually require very little maintenance or repair, the 

transmission and other moving parts – the 20% — require regular maintenance).

So, how do you put the 80/20 rule to work in your company?
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With an efficient CMMS

This CMMS maintains an accurate inventory of all of the equipment vital to your business. 

It automatically schedules preventative maintenance (PM) and supplies the necessary 

manuals, technical, and safety information your team needs to effect successful PM.

It logs all repairs and parts replacements. It also maintains an accurate inventory of all 

parts on hand, informs you when old parts become obsolete and new parts will be required 

and enables you to stock only what you need. And it identifies where engineering and/or 

additional staff training might improve time between repairs.

By using an efficient CMMS that ensures your equipment is optimized using the 80/20 rule, 

your maintenance team can simply and easily schedule their time, energy and resources 

working on keeping your equipment in good repair, while greatly reducing unplanned 

stoppages on your production line.

Reliability is vital to your company’s success. To ensure your equipment is online, 

functioning effectively, and reaching your production goals, you need a reliability CMMS.
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Maintenance 
Analytics

The importance of maintenance resources
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The Relationship Between Your Maintenance 
Department, CMMS & Analytics
The concept of building maintenance has continually evolved since its inception. At first, it 

was important enough just to perform maintenance. Then computerized maintenance 

management systems (CMMS) made it easier to plan and track the work. And now there 

are more and more options to analyze maintenance data and track the efficiency and 

progress of your maintenance plan. Each of these maintenance resources is important in 

the execution, planning, and measurement of your maintenance effort, and each resource 

needs to be considered and coordinated in the path to an efficient maintenance goal.

A maintenance team is the backbone of any successful facility. They’re the ones 

performing the preventive maintenance, tending to breakdowns and accidents, keeping 

track of inventory control, etc. The technicians can have an important effect on profitability 

by decreasing equipment downtime and recording important data for future planning and 

reporting. This is where a CMMS comes in.

A good CMMS will ensure that production systems operate as they are designed to, 

downtime is minimized, and productivity is increased. While a CMMS may have seemed like 

a daunting task added to their maintenance work at one point, technicians these days are 

more computer savvy and see a CMMS as an integral part of their maintenance. With a 

CMMS, it’s much easier to organize your maintenance goals, create a plan and see that it’s 

implemented throughout your company. Involving the maintenance department in the 

design process will benefit with their experience and interest in the strategy.

“80% of manufacturing plants use 
preventive maintenance, and over half 

use predictive maintenance with 
analytical tools”

(Plant Engineering)

https://www.plantengineering.com/articles/2018-maintenance-survey-playing-offense-and-defense/
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There are many benefits that a CMMS can offer your maintenance department and your 

company:

• Organizing planned and predictive maintenance,

• Tracking corrective maintenance,

• Streamlining purchasing procedures,

• Improving inventory control,

• Reducing repair costs,

• Reducing downtime and much more.

To view and measure these benefits, CMMS programs are offering more and more 

analytics tools in different forms.

As your CMMS is continually updated by your maintenance department, it’s gathering 

important data such as asset downtime, employee time, parts usage, costs, sensor 

readings, etc. This data can then be analyzed and compared using reports, KPIs and 

analytics. With a solid strategy for your goals and objectives, you can decide which types of 

metrics are most necessary.

You can generate reports to view the cost history of assets in a certain building or see 

which parts need to be reordered. With KPIs, you can see the OEE (Overall Equipment 

Efficiency) or see a graph of the mean time between failures. And there are now analytics 

tools such as Ask Steve, a chatbot which allows you to speak directly to your history data in 

order to extract visible results. These analytics can also help gain insight into your data in 

order to develop predictive maintenance.

Like a machine, your maintenance department is an important asset made of many parts 

that are working together to ensure the smooth operation of your facility. The maintenance 

team, along with CMMS and analytics tools, needs to have goals and strategies in place in 

order to preserve the safety of your technicians, lifespan of your equipment and the 

efficiency of your buildings.
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Industry 4.0
Its all about connectivity
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Part 1: Getting to Know Industry 4.0

Industry 4.0 reflects the fourth iteration of the Industrial Revolution. New breakthroughs in 

both embedded systems and their connective potential have created an interconnected 

system in a new and exciting way within the manufacturing industry. And this 

technological revolution is poised to significantly change the way manufacturing works in 

the future.

At its heart, Industry 4.0 is all about connectivity. This technological advancement allows 

embedded systems and their related components to connect with smart production tools 

and processes. This type of connectivity will open new and exciting doors within the 

manufacturing world by improving industry efficiency and boosting overall production value.

The Power of Connectivity

Behind the inner workings of Industry 4.0, connectivity to smart devices is what will drive 

these new innovations forward. “Smart” technology device’s effectively streamline 

operations by utilizing the power of the Internet. Integrative applications can connect with 

embedded manufacturing systems that power the industry. And this type of connectivity 

produces a vast amount of potential in how these systems operate.

Industry 4.0 & The Internet of Things

The so-called Internet of Things (IoT) remains at the center of this transformation. The IoT 

provides an avenue for machinery and other physical devices to collect data and report it 

through Internet transmission. It’s this type of dynamic that has already created the 

changes seen within multiple manufacturing systems throughout the world. For example, a 

manufacturing plant installs sensors which can collect a variety of operational data within 

the machinery. Using the IoT principle, this data is collected, stored, and transmitted across 

the web for access anywhere in the world. 
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This new system produces a wide range of benefits within the operation itself:

• Heightened Efficiency: Data can be analyzed over time to assess overall functionality, 

identify pain points in operations, and improve capacity and efficiency.

• Faster Reporting of Malfunctions: Sensors can immediately notify staff when a specific 

piece of equipment malfunctions or breaks down. This pinpoint accuracy can help 

technicians find and repair problems faster for improved productivity levels.

• Automation Potential: With self-reporting machinery, automation can be implemented 

across the board. From there, technicians can analyze incoming data from one vantage 

point for greater organizational efficiency.

• Improved Development Cycle: This data can streamline operations and provide the tools 

to boost a development life cycle from start-to-finish.

The Physical-to-Digital-to-Physical Cycle

While the IoT is the core concept driving Industry 4.0, it’s the interplay between physical and 

digital that distinguishes it from any other technology. As physical machinery and equipment 

produce data in digital format, that digital information is then used to improve the processes 

which drive this physical equipment in the first place.

This includes all of the following areas within the manufacturing process:

• Data Analytics

• Robotics & Artificial Intelligence

• Automation

• Additive Manufacturing

These components all come together to enable the physical-digital-physical cycle and 

improve the manufacturing process across-the-board. From R&D to design and more, this 

innovation has vastly heightened the potential manufacturers have available to them. 

Accordingly, it has also greatly transformed the overall functioning of manufacturing 

industries from what existed just 10-20 years ago.
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Industry 4.0 
Applications

Making manufacturing even better
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Part 2: Industry 4.0 Applications in 
Manufacturing
Industry 4.0 is particularly exciting within the manufacturing industry. It brings together Big 

Data, 3D printing, Industrial Internet of Things, Cloud Computing, Smart Factory, BIM and 

more, into a single concept. This offers an impressive amount of potential for 

manufacturing operations of all shapes and sizes.

Industry 4.0’s basic principal is that interconnected machines and systems will form an 

intelligent network spanning the entire value chain. Below are several examples of applying 

these principles across the manufacturing value chain. Each element of this process can 

enjoy the benefits that Industry 4.0 offers.

Design Engineering

One of the most important elements of the manufacturing value chain rests in research and 

development. Design engineers can take full advantage of the catalog of information and 

related data available to them.

During their preliminary product research, this data can reveal a more specific scope of a 

product’s potential. And it can help designers to focus on efficiency throughout the 

production process for a better overall product, which will reduce the amount of time it 

takes to get to market.

Planning & Logistics

From an operational standpoint, the overall function of the middle stage in the value chain 

will also benefit from Industry 4.0. These technologies offer insight within the nuts-and-

bolts of a production process. This data can come together to help manufacturers identify 

bottlenecks or pain points. From there, they can integrate new and improved solutions to 

keep their operations well-supported for efficient production and realistic growth.
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Predictive Maintenance & Service

Typically, problems within the manufacturing process are addressed reactively – or as they 

occur. While routine maintenance is a part of the process, Industry 4.0 makes this even 

easier. Ongoing data reporting can indicate failure rates and notify technicians on where 

they should prioritize preventative maintenance. This type of predictive reporting ensures 

fewer interruptions and delays in production.

Business Expansion

When a business focuses on expansion into greater operational capacity or a broader scope 

of products, data collected through Industry 4.0 serves as an invaluable asset. As the 

physical-digital-physical cycle presses onward, better or newer products and services can 

be identified from the data. And this information will give a manufacturing firm more 

relevant insight on how to remain competitive in their specific market.

Connecting to Customers

Beyond the process itself, Industry 4.0 products and services can also facilitate a better 

connection with customers. This type of customer information can yield a robust set of data 

that can be used for learning more about customers’ needs, wants, and preferences. And 

this can allow a manufacturer to produce more marketable products that better address 

these consumer needs.

Industry 4.0: Making Manufacturing Even Better

As you can see, Industry 4.0 provides manufacturers with a paradigm shift in how their 

businesses operate. As technology continues to push forward, the integration between 

physical manufacturing and smart digital technology is poised for even more transformative 

growth. Industry 4.0 will continue to promote the increased computerization and integration 

of industrial systems.

A CMMS like Eagle’s Proteus MMX can be an integral component to take full advantage of 

this new dynamic. Eagle Technology, Inc. is a leading provider of CMMS and EAM solutions 

for manufacturing facilities worldwide. Proteus MMX provides the backbone for a digital 

factory to connect devices to keep factories operating in top condition.
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World Class 
Manufacturing and 

CMMS
Maximize the efficiency and productivity of manufacturing and 

production industries
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World Class Manufacturing and CMMS

World Class Manufacturing is a combination of ideas and practices to maximize the 

efficiency and productivity of the manufacturing and production industries. World Class 

Manufacturers need to implement best practices and stay current on emerging technology 

to keep up with and stay ahead of their peers in the manufacturing world. An important tool 

that helps meet these challenges is a well-implemented CMMS with WCM capability.

A key tenet of World Class Manufacturing is striving toward zero waste and zero 

breakdowns. CMMS is beneficial in meeting and monitoring these goals. Adopting WCM 

methodology and put in practice with preventive maintenance will improve transparency, 

communication, and productivity throughout a company’s daily operations.

Developing a solid maintenance strategy ensures better equipment performance, resource 

tracking, and overall planning with increased cost-effectiveness. It is also important to 

make CMMS a part of your connected factory so that data is exchanged seamlessly and is 

made available to all as needed.

Copyright ©2020 Eagle Technology, Inc. All Rights Reserved. 

Sample of actual product



A CMMS can help meet your needs and exceed them with added benefits and capabilities. In 

addition to maintenance planning and scheduling, emerging technology can further aid 

technicians with their effectiveness and managers with analytics and data.

Machine Ledger is one such technology, which monitors the maintenance of machinery, and 

reveals root causes for failures and adds to the machine history. It can be viewed easily 

through a web portal and can also allow suppliers and manufacturers to send the 

specifications of the maintenance that needs to be performed on each machine. Preventive 

Maintenance can also be scheduled based on Run Time or machine controls information in 

real time. Machine Ledger will also track parts failures and make recommendations for PMs 

(preventive maintenance) and parts replacement appropriately.

Inspections are another facet of CMMS that can help towards WCM ideals. An inspection 

module will allow preventive maintenance checklists with multiple value types for pass/fail, 

range, numeric values and other types of responses. These inspections can also lead to 

immediate follow-up service if any of the responses turn up maintenance issues.

Part of the World Class manufacturing methodologies (WCM), the Machine ledger in Proteus 

MMX records the maintenance of the machinery, revealing the root causes of the faults, 

while at the same time feeding a historical archive for failures, PM’s and unplanned 

maintenance and parts usage.

24Copyright ©2020 Eagle Technology, Inc. All Rights Reserved. 

Sample of actual product
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IoT for 
Manufacturing

Digitize assets and processes
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IoT for Manufacturing Is a Reality
IoT is a proven strategy, a developing trend, and an innovative technology that is 

transforming many industries, manufacturing is no exception. It is enabling 

manufacturers to improve efficiencies, reduce waste and increase profits.

How are manufacturers benefiting from IoT? The American Society for Quality 

(ASQ) surveyed manufacturing companies that have digitized their processes and found 

astounding results:

• 82% increased efficiency

• 49% experienced fewer product defects

• 45% increased customer satisfaction

The IoT is THE Big Thing right now

Using IoT to digitize assets and processes, manufacturers can grow their business, 

increase operational efficiency, and deliver exceptional experiences to customers. Nearly 

a third (31%) of production processes and equipment and non-production processes and 

equipment (30%) already incorporate smart device/embedded intelligence. Similar 

percentages of manufacturers have a company strategy implemented or in place to apply 

IoT technologies to their processes (34%) or to embed IoT technologies into products 

(32%).

What does 2021’s smart manufacturing look like?

Diginomica published a list of tech trends that are here to stay in 2021.

• Cloud adoption is no longer optional

• IIoT speeds response times

• Machine Learning and AI lead to better decisions

• Additive Manufacturing moves into production

• Blockchain mitigate risks

• Cobots become a must-have accessory

Copyright ©2020 Eagle Technology, Inc. All Rights Reserved. 

http://asq.org/index.aspx
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These are technologies that will help manufacturing companies achieve the goals of both 

efficiency and responsiveness. The most important aspects to be addressed to achieve 

these goals are connectivity, process workflow, and automated data collection. For 

collection and corrective action, a CMMS can retrieve or receive sensor data and follow 

an automated path to communicate alerts, issue work orders, notify personnel or even 

initiate automated mechanical action as appropriate for a particular affected machine.

Proteus CMMS is the leading CMMS solution because it integrates with almost all 

Building Automation Systems (BAS). Proteus CMMS automatically generates work orders 

in response to alarms, runtime or events. This integration improves efficiency, reduces 

failure downtime and keeps industrial equipment running in peak condition. 

Copyright ©2020 Eagle Technology, Inc. All Rights Reserved. 

Sample of integration
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IIoT for 
Manufacturing

Connectivity, process workflow and automated data collection
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IIoT for Manufacturing Is a Reality Today

There has been considerable talk about the Internet of Things (IoT) since the inception of 

the Internet itself. This buzz term refers simply to extending the reach of Internet 

connectivity to devices beyond the common devices like computers, phones and tablets. 

The IoT is typically thought of in terms of household or consumer computing, with 

products like Internet-connected refrigerators, security systems, energy systems, and 

“things” in vehicles. Gartner Research says there will be over 8.4 billion “things” connected 

to the Internet in 2017, up 31% from last year–estimated to grow to 20.5 billion by 2020! 

Capterra also looks at the big picture from a software perspective and they predict that 

the IoT will generate between $11 and $14.2 billion for the global economy in coming 

years.

The advent of ubiquitous wireless connectivity using Wi-Fi and Bluetooth was one of the 

biggest drivers of this IoT, making it possible to easily connect to a host of new devices as 

long as they are “sensorized” and have the ability to send and receive the information from 

the sensors to a system that can leverage this data, like a Computerized Maintenance 

Management System (CMMS) in the industrial manufacturing space. In industrial 

manufacturing the IoT is referred to as the “Industrial Internet of Things” or IIoT.

The Internet of Things Plus Industry Equals the Evolution of Industrial 

Manufacturing
The IIoT is a major focus for the IT departments in industrial manufacturing this year, as it 

will yield the biggest payback in this vertical market by providing automated, active and 

predictive management for industrial machines, machines whose downtime is quite 

costly. As a result, business will be the biggest spender on IT, with 57% of expenditures 

coming from these entities, to the tune of nearly 1 trillion spent by the sector overall!

Copyright ©2020 Eagle Technology, Inc. All Rights Reserved. 

https://www.gartner.com/newsroom/id/3598917
https://blog.capterra.com/6-cmms-trends-vendors-are-pioneering-for-2017/
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The most important aspects to be addressed by industrial manufacturers in order to take 

advantage of the IIoT are connectivity, process workflow and automated data collection. 

For collection and corrective action, a CMMS can retrieve or receive sensor data and 

follow an automated path to communicate alerts, issue work orders, notify personnel or 

even initiate automated mechanical action as appropriate for a particular affected 

machine.

Proteus CMMS is the leading CMMS solution because it integrates with almost all 

Building Automation Systems (BAS). Proteus CMMS automatically generates work orders 

upon response to alarms, run time or events. This integration improves efficiency, 

reduces failure downtime and keeps industrial equipment running in peak condition. 

Copyright ©2020 Eagle Technology, Inc. All Rights Reserved. 

IIoT Platforms for Manufacturing is predicted to grow from 
$1.67B in 2018 to $12.44B in 2024, attaining a 40% compound 

annual growth rate (CAGR) in seven years.
(Forbes)

https://www.forbes.com/sites/louiscolumbus/2019/06/02/seven-things-you-need-to-know-about-iiot-in-manufacturing_updated/:~:text=broader%20industrial%20landscape%3A-,IoT%20Analytics'%20Report%20IIoT%20Platforms%20For%20Manufacturing%202019%20%E2%80%93%202024.,(CAGR)%20in%20seven%20years.
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5G and CMMS
Improve productivity, safety, and efficiency
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5G and CMMS 

5G will be a significant development not only for the world of technology but also for the 

world of buildings, factories, operations, and maintenance. With far faster data rates and 

low-latency transmissions, 5G wireless technology will make it possible to realize the 

benefits of predictive maintenance and augmented reality. Facility and maintenance 

managers who want to stay competitive need to be prepared.

5G stands for fifth-generation wireless technology. As a revolutionary step forward in 

terms of speed, response times, network reliability and energy efficiency, it will allow 

telecom operators to densify their networks, a factor that is crucial for the Internet of 

Things (IoT) and data analytics. IoT connected CMMS allows businesses to manage and 

track assets better than conventional time-based preventive maintenance processes, 

which is normally time or condition-based. Now manufacturing companies will be able to 

collect real-time sensor data and set critical condition alerts which will further trigger work 

order creation or notify CMMS planners about unstable sensor data.

The possibilities of 5G will allow for machine-enhanced decision making, data-rich 

environments, agile automation, intelligent efficiency, and trusted connections. These 

improvements in the industrial complex will dramatically improve productivity, safety, and 

efficiency. And since it supports beamforming, that concentrates signals in certain 

directions, 5G can track moving objects. This means that it will support critical future 

technologies, including the use of drones to inspect buildings and monitor critical areas.

Since 5G is capable of connecting everyone to everything and everywhere, facilities and 

other vertical sectors that use CMMS and enterprise management software can expect to 

gain value from this new connected ecosystem. The new 5G technology will improve 

responsiveness, increasing maintenance and asset management efficiency. This will have 

an overall impact on revenues, reduced downtimes, increased efficiency and can serve as 

a driver for business growth.

Copyright ©2020 Eagle Technology, Inc. All Rights Reserved. 
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CMMS software is complemented by mobile features that help facilities streamline 

maintenance and asset management processes. With a corresponding mobile app integrated 

into the CMMS software and 5G benefits, facility managers will be able to better make 

assessments on the go. They can create new work orders, check repair histories, audit trails, 

access parts stockrooms and place purchase orders in real-time.

In the factories of the future, 5G will make predictive maintenance a common practice. 

Predictive maintenance tracks equipment performance over time so that breakdowns can be 

anticipated before they occur. A large number of sensors, machines, and robots will all be 

connected. Real-time analytics provided by 5G’s speed will allow manufacturers to 

proactively gauge the wear and tear of their machines even faster, rather than taking the 

slow, reactive approach.

5G will allow for greater transparency, allowing greater accountability and more effective use 

of resources.

Copyright ©2020 Eagle Technology, Inc. All Rights Reserved. 
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ArcGIS for Facility 
Management 

Applying location-based analytics to infrastructure
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Geographic Information Systems (GIS) is specific software used for mapping, capturing 
and analysing spatial and geographical data. 

This software offers unique capabilities and flexible licensing for applying location-based 
analytics to infrastructure such as manufacturing facilities, airports, roadways and 
government facilities in the US. 

With Proteus MMX ArcGIS, maintenance managers can gather, organize, and use the 
complex information that defines facilities and operations.

Benefits

• Find assets, capture data, and track patterns in your data so you can  make better 
decisions and take action.

• Improve coordination and operational efficiency.

• Brings together information from across the organization to streamline operations.

• Smart maps optimize the management of infrastructure and assets.

• It allows maintenance managers to obtain data instantly.

• From facility maintenance to engineering and wayfinding, GIS improves communication 
and speeds results.

• It can be difficult to fully comprehend how daily-business operations affect a 
company’s bottom line, but interactive data visualization makes it possible.
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Maintenance

With a GIS it is possible to identify all the elements that need to be modified and to 
foresee the frequency of the intervention's optimization and improvement in each of 
them.

Equipment Effectiveness

Proteus MMX will manage, capture, and track inspection, maintenance and repair 
activities for cost containment, and risk reduction. When you combine a Proteus MMX 
with Total Productive Maintenance (TPM), you can eliminate costly machine downtime 
and shift to preventive maintenance.

Data Driven Insights

Proteus MMX KPI’s are used to track performance in several areas over time to indicate 
when an organization is operating inside or outside of acceptable levels. 

Compliance

When it comes to establishing a safe, compliant and productive workplace, an effective 
maintenance management solution is critical. Proteus MMX can improve your operations 
by offering one centralized, cloud-based and flexible system to manage and stay 
connected with your asset and inspection workflows
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Proteus CMMS
Bringing your maintenance operations together in one place
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Proteus is the ideal solution if you have one plant, multiple plants or multi-national plants. 

Proteus is available in most languages for South America, Europe, Middle East and Asia. 

Proteus also supports local currencies. 

Proteus MMX is an easy-to-use solution (available as Cloud or On-Premises) moving 

manufacturing facilities from transactional site-specific processes to a systematic 

enterprise-enabled management platform for all assets resulting in: 

Manufacturing equipment management 

You can monitor asset performance, initiate preventive/predictive maintenance 

measures, and easily collect data on your assets. This allows for better risk management, 

warranties, and change notices. When integrated with the factory floor and MES/ERP 

systems for a Connected Enterprise, you can quickly identify when and where to deploy 

your resources. 

Equipment reliability 

Improved maintenance strategies properly executed will ensure the accuracy and 

reliability of production equipment and increase asset life, increase manufacturing 

capacity to meet production schedules. World Class Manufacturing (WCM) Part of the 

World Class Manufacturing methodologies (WCM), the Machine ledger in PROTEUS MMX 

records the maintenance of the machinery, revealing the root causes of the faults, while 

at the same time feeding a historical archive for failures, PM’s and unplanned 

maintenance and parts usage. Budget Module In addition to helping you track your 

expenses; Proteus MMX assist with managing budgets. 

Regulatory compliance 

Tracking maintenance activities with Proteus CMMS software helps with regulatory 

inspections and ISO certification. In addition, track changes with audit trail module. 

Comprehensive performance and management reports are also available with Proteus 

CMMS software.
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Maintenance Management made easy 
with Proteus CMMS

Proteus MMX provides asset management functions to increase maintenance quality 

and scheduling while decreasing downtime.

www.eaglcmms.com
sales@eaglecmms.com    

1-262-241-3845

FREE DEMO
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